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Abstract 
The popularity of wearable technologies increased dramatically in the last few years, wearable 
technologies are expected to become an indispensable part of our daily life shortly.  Wearable 
technology is defined as any personal device worn on either the body or on clothing, or as an 
implant (more permanent and invasive) often with data collecting or motion-sensing capabilities. 
The study is based on a cross-sectional design, data being collected from a convenience sample of 
261 participants (48 males, 213 females), aged between 18 and 29 years old (M=21,73, SD=3,70) 
through the following structured questionnaires: ATAS - Attitude Towards Automation Scale 
(Humphrey, 2018) and Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989). The study applied the 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to explore the behavioral intention of students in the 
adoption and use of wearables technologies. The results of the study suggest that both Perceived 
Ease of Use (r=.279, p<.01) and Perceived Usefulness (r=.386, p<.01) correlate with Actual System 
Use. Moreover, Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Usefulness positively correlates with the Utility-
scale of ATAS (r=.238, p<.01; r=.347, p<.01) and negatively with the Dystopia scale of ATAS (r=-
.261, p<.01; r=-.266, p<.01). The reality is that the increased wearability of technology and the 
affordable prices of most of it has enabled individuals to access and interact with technology more 
often than ever, wearables technology becoming more and more an integral part of one’s body, 
mind, and even the sense of self. Practical implications of the recent study are discussed as well as 
some directions for future research in the area. 
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Introduction 
 
It has been well established that the interaction between humans and technology is 
influenced by several social and psychological factors and characteristics (Taiwo & 
Downe, 2013). Scholars developed several theoretical models to explain the 
acceptance behavior of end-users. One of the most cited and well-known models is the 
so-called Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1986, 1989). TAM is considered 
the most influential and commonly employed theory for describing an individual’s 
acceptance of information systems (Lee, Kozar, & Larsen, 2003). Chuttur (2009) argues 
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that the wide acceptance of TAM is based on the fact that the model has a sound 
theoretical assumption and practical effectiveness. 
 
During the last decade, the TAM model and its revised forms have gained considerable 
prominence, particularly due to its transferability to various contexts and samples, its 
potential to explain variance in the intention to use or the use of technology, and its 
simplicity of specification within structural equation modeling frameworks (King & He, 
2006; Marangunić & Granić, 2015). 
 
Fred Davis first developed this model in his doctoral studies at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology in 1986, starting from an adaptation of the more generalized 
Theory of Reasonable Action (TRA; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). In this model, Fishbein 
and Ajzen stated that individual behavior is driven by behavioral intentions. 
Behavioral intentions are a function of an individual's attitude toward the behavior 
and subjective norms surrounding the performance of the behavior.  
 
They have defined “attitude” as the individual’s evaluation of an object, the individual's 
positive or negative feelings about performing a specific behavior. Attitudes are 
formed by a series of beliefs and result in a value being placed on the outcome of the 
behavior (Ajzen, 2002). If the outcome or result of behavior is seen as being positive, 
valuable, beneficial, desirable, advantageous, or a good thing, then a person’s attitude 
will be favorable with a greater likelihood of the person engaging in the behavior. 
 
In addition to attitude, the intention is influenced by subjective norms. A subjective 
norm is the perceived social pressure to engage or not to engage in certain behavior. 
Subjective norm is defined as an individual's perception of whether people important 
to the individual, so-called relevant others, think the behavior should be performed.  
 
Later on, Ajzen (1991) developed the Theory of Planned Behavior (Figure 1), which 
aims at explaining behavioral decision-making processes of human beings to better 
understand and predict their behavior. The first two factors are the same as the Theory 
of Reasonable Action (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The third factor, the perceived 
behavioral control, is the degree of control that users perceive that may limit their 
behavior. It refers to the controllable degree that individuals feel when taking 
particular acts, which depends on three factors of capabilities, resources, and 
opportunities (Zhang, 2018). The more capacities, resources, and opportunities 
individual think they own in taking particular acts, the less expected obstacles and the 
stronger the perceived behavior control individuals have (Ajzen, 1985). 
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Figure 1. The Theory of Planned Behavior 

(Ajzen, 1991) 

 
Starting from those earliest theories, Davis (1986) developed this new version to 
better explain technology usage behavior and to identify the factors that lead to user’s 
acceptance or rejection of specific technology by combining technological aspects with 
organizational behavior (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989; Davis, 1989). This model 
(Figure 2) assumes that an individual’s technology acceptance is determined by two 
major variables: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use (Marangunić & Granić, 
2015).  
 
As Davis (1986) mentioned, employees tend to use or not use a new technology or a 
new IT application to the extent they believe it will help them perform their job better. 
Moreover, even if potential users believe that a given technology is useful, they may, at 
the same time, believe that the system is too hard to use and that the performance 
benefits of usage are outweighed by the effort of using that specific technology. It 
refers to the effort a person estimates it would take to use technology and is closely 
related to competence beliefs (Scherer, Siddiq, & Teo, 2015).  
 

 
Figure 2. The earliest technology acceptance model 

(Davis, 1989) 
 

The importance of perceived ease of use is supported by Bandura's (1982) extensive 
research on self-efficacy, defined as "judgments of how well one can execute courses of 
action required to deal with prospective situations" (p. 122). Therefore, in this context, 
self-efficacy is similar to perceived ease of use as defined above. 
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Hence, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are indicated as fundamental 
and distinct constructs that are influential in decisions to use new technology. 
Although certainly not the only variables of interest in explaining user behavior 
(Cheney, Mann, & Amoroso, 1986; Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1989; Swanson, 1988), 
they do appear likely to play a central role. 
 
Shroff, Deneen, and Ng (2011) described that by manipulating these two variables, 
technology systems developers can have better control over users' beliefs about a 
specific system and so can better predict their behavioral intention and actual usage of 
the system. Attitude towards using new technology or system has been classified as a 
determinant that guides future behavior or as a cause of intention that eventually leads 
to a certain behavior (Alomary & Woollard, 2015). In TAM, attitude towards using a 
system refers to the evaluative effect of positive or negative feelings of individuals in 
performing certain behaviors (Shroff et al., 2011). 
 
Although researchers and practitioners very well received it, some argue that the TAM 
does not take into consideration possible obstacles that would prevent the individual 
from adopting a particular technology (Taylor & Todd, 2001). Bogozzi (2007) has 
stated that the TAM is too simple and leaves out important variables (Bogozzi, 2007).  
 
Thus, Mugo and colleagues (2017) stated that both perceived ease of use and 
perceived usefulness are influenced by two categories of variables: internal and 
external variables. Internal variables consist of factors such as the attitude of the user, 
their pedagogical beliefs towards, and level of competency, whereas external variables 
include those external barriers faced by users during utilization. Such factors include 
organizational barriers, technological barriers, and social barriers. 
 
Other authors (Abdullah & Ward, 2016; Schepers & Wetzels, 2007) pointed that those 
two important variables (perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use) are often 
accompanied by external variables explaining variation in perceived usefulness and 
ease of use: subjective norms (SN), self-efficacy (CSE), and facilitating conditions (FC). 
 
The final version of the Technology Acceptance Model was formed by Venkatesh and 
Davis (1996) as shown in Figure 3 both perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use 
were found to have a direct influence on behavior intention (Lai, 2017). 
 
However, despite those critics, it has also been recognized by others as a powerful, 
valid, and highly reliable predictive model that can be used in several contexts (Legris, 
Ingham, & Collerette, 2003; Sharma & Chandel, 2013). Moreover, it constitutes an 
important theoretical contribution towards understanding technology usage and 
acceptance behaviors (Chen, Li, & Li, 2011). Other scholars (Lucas & Spitler, 1999; 
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000) considered TAM a parsimonious and powerful theory that 
help researchers and practitioners to distinguish why a particular technology or 
system may be acceptable or unacceptable and take up suitable measures by 
explanation besides providing prediction (Lee, Kozar, & Larsen, 2003).  
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Figure 3. Final version of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
(Venkatesh & Davis, 1996) 

 
Even though TAM has been tested widely with different samples in different situations 
and proved to be a valid and reliable model explaining information system acceptance 
and use (Mathieson, 1991; Davis & Venkatesh, 1996), many extensions to the TAM 
have been proposed and tested (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000; Henderson & Divett, 2003; 
Lu, Yu, Liu, & Yao, 2003; Lai & Zainal, 2015; Lai, 2016). 
 
Hornbæk and Hertzum (2017) have mentioned that a variety of moderators of the 
adoption and use of technology were identified in addition to the perceived usefulness 
and perceived ease of use. One of these constructs is perceived enjoyment (Liao et al., 
2008; van der Heijden, 2003), which adds experiential and hedonic aspects to TAM. 
Other external variables that were introduced into TAM as suggested by Davis (1989) 
are system quality (Igbaria, Guimaraes, & Davis, 1995), training (Igbaria, Iivari, & 
Maragahh, 1995), compatibility, computer anxiety, self-efficacy, enjoyment, computing 
support, and experience (Chau, 1996). 
 
During the last decade, the growth of wearable products such as smartwatches, display 
glasses, smart tattoos, wrist-bands, and headbands has been increasing and 
propagated rapidly to mainstream usage, due to their capability for both leisure or 
fitness and medical data tracking (Celik, Salama, & Eltawil, 2020; Nam & Lee, 2020). 
The review of the literature revealed that wearable technology has spread through a 
large array of areas including medical, healthcare, fitness, and fashion industries 
(Dunne, 2010; Gepperth, 2012; Perry et al., 2017). Sharma and Biros (2019) defined 
wearables as “a subset of IoT that includes ‘things ’that can be incorporated into 
clothing or worn on the body as accessories” (p. 35). 
 
According to Seneviratne and colleagues (2017) “wearables can sense, collect, and 
upload physiological data in a 24x7 manner, providing opportunities to improve 
quality of life in a way not easily achievable with smartphones alone. Wearables can 
also help users perform many other useful micro-tasks, such as checking incoming text 
messages and viewing urgent information, much more conveniently and naturally than 
possible with a smartphone, which is often carried in pockets or bags” (Seneviratne et 
al., 2017, p. 2573). Moreover, in the last few years, wearables have become so 
technologically advanced that they have become capable of monitoring heart rate, 
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calories burned, steps walked, blood pressure, time spent exercising, quality of sleep, 
and the electrical activity of the heartbeat (Swan, 2013).  
 
Following Wright and Keith's (2014) conceptualization, wearable technology and 
wearable devices are phrases that describe electronics that are integrated into clothing 
and other accessories that can be worn comfortably on the body. Although these 
technologies are mainly encountered in fashion and entertainment areas, they have the 
largest impact in the areas of health, medicine, and fitness (Wright & Keith, 2014). 
Wearables constantly provide users with information regarding their habits, activity 
levels, and different physiological data (Motti & Caine, 2014). According to the same 
authors, the wearables pervasiveness, small size, and autonomy enlarge the potential 
of these devices to be employed in different activities and scenarios (Motti & Caine, 
2014). 
 
We have chosen the TAM because this model has been extensively studied and utilized 
by many researchers in studying the adoption of different types of technologies such as 
mobile phones (Joo & Sang, 2013; Kim & Sundar, 2014), ICT (Edmunds et al., 2012) and 
smartwatch (Kim & Shin, 2015). Therefore, this study aims to adopt this model as the 
theoretical framework for investigating the user acceptance of wearable technology 
among students. Following the original model, we propose that (Figure 4): 
H1. PU will be positively correlated with ASU 
H2. PEU will be positively correlated with ASU 
H3. PU will be positively correlated with Utility 
H4. PEU will be positively correlated with Utility 
H5. PU will be negatively correlated with Dystopia 
H6. PEU will be negatively correlated with Dystopia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Conceptual framework 

 

Methods 
 
The sample consisted of 261 students (48 males, 213 females). The age range of the 
participants was from 18 to 29 years (M=21,73, SD=3,70). For data collection, a 
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purposive convenience sampling technique was used. A self-reported data collection 
technique was employed. Before completion, the purpose of the study was briefly 
explained to the participants and informed consent was obtained. All participants were 
ensured about the confidentiality of the data and that it would be only used for 
research purposes. They were invited to fill in a set of questionnaires compiling the 
following measures: ATAS - Attitude Towards Automation Scale (Humphrey, 2018) 
and Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989). 
 
a) ATAS - Attitude Towards Automation Scale (Humphrey, 2018). The questionnaire 
consists of 30 items, distributed on 4 scales: Utility, Dystopia, Social utility and Social 
impact. Ratings were completed on a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The analysis of Cronbach alpha coefficients 
showed good internal consistency coefficients for all ATAS scale: 0.807 for Utility, 
0.754 for Dystopia, 0.502 for Social utility, and 0.527 for Social impact. Due to the low 
reliability of Social utility, and Social impact scales we have decided to further use only 
the scales with good internal consistency. 
 
b) Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989), consists of 12 items, covering two 
dimensions: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. The answers are 
distributed on a seven-options Likert scale from 1 (Extremely unlikely) to 7 
(Extremely likely). The internal consistency coefficient (Cronbach’s Alpha) of those 
scales was 0.789 for perceived ease of use and 0.753 for perceived usefulness. 
 

Results 
 
After collection, the data were analyzed using SPSS 26.0 version software. The analysis 
of Skewness and Kurtosis coefficients showed a normal distribution of data, therefore, 
to test the proposed hypotheses, the Pearson correlation was used. 
 
H1. Perceived Usefulness will be positively correlated with Actual System Use 
H2. Perceived Ease of Use will be positively correlated with Actual System Use 
 
To test these hypotheses, the Pearson intercorrelation coefficients were calculated, 
both between the PEU and ASU and PU and ASU. The results presented in Table1 
highlight the existence of significant positive relationships, both between PEU and PU 
(r=.502**, p<.01) and between PEU and ASU (r=.279**, p<.01), and PU and ASU 
(r=.386**, p<.01), both hypotheses being confirmed by the obtained results. 
 
Table 1. Bivariate correlations between TAM and Actual system usage 

 Perceived Ease 
of Use 

Perceived 
Usefulness 

Actual system 
usage 

Perceived 
Ease of Use 

Pearson Correl. 1 .502
**

 .279
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 

N 261 261 261 

Perceived 
Usefulness 

Pearson Correl. .502
**

 1 .386
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .000 

N 261 261 261 
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Perceived usefulness describes a user’s subjective beliefs that using a specific system 
would enhance his or her performance (Davis, 1989). Perceived usefulness has been 
acknowledged as one of the most important drivers in predicting and explaining users’ 
intention in accepting a specific technology (Dutot et al., 2019; Kalantari, 2017). The 
importance of perceived usefulness in acceptance and adoption of different 
technologies has been confirmed in various contexts, such as in internet banking (Lee 
et al., 2016), smartphones (Agrebi & Jallais, 2015), and wearable technology (Talukder 
et al., 2019).  
 
Similarly, perceived ease of use, the way individuals perceived wearables technology 
as being easy to operate, represent an important factor in the actual adoption of that 
specific wearable technology. Results from previous empirical research indicate that 
the perceived ease of use of specific technology (e-book readers) has a strong, positive 
influence on perceived usefulness. This means that those who thought that technology 
would be simple to use also thought that would technology be useful (Antón, 
Camarero, & Rodríguez, 2013), mirroring the results obtained in the current study 
(PEU and PE correlation r=.502, p<.01). 
 
Regarding the relationships between TAM (PEU and PU) and ATAS (Utility and 
Dystopia), the results presented in table 2 confirmed our previously stated hypotheses 
(3 to 6). 
 
H3. Perceived Usefulness will be positively correlated with Utility 
H4. Perceived Ease of Use will be positively correlated with Utility 
H5. Perceived Usefulness will be negatively correlated with Dystopia 
H6. Perceived Ease of Use will be negatively correlated with Dystopia 
 
Table 2. Bivariate correlations between TAM and ATAS scales 

 Utility  Dystopia  

Perceived 
Ease of Use 

Pearson Correl. .238
**

 -.261
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 

N 261 261 

Perceived 
Usefulness 

Pearson Correl. .347
**

 -.266
**

 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 

N 261 261 

 

The ATAS scale takes into account two dimensions, a vision for our future and the 
impact automation has on humans in terms of its utility. It draws from the initial 
theory of technology acceptance (Davis, 1986, 1989) where a new, ideological feature 
is added, namely, the author builds on a pre-existing condition of humans’ views about 
their future on Earth - which can be a Dystopic or a Utopic one. In the Dystopic future, 
AI and automation take over and work against humans, while in the Utopic future AI 
and automation work for the benefit of humankind. Therefore, we were expected to 
observe positive correlations with the Utopic (utility) dimension and negative 
correlations with the Dystopic dimension.  
 
The results presented in Table 2 show positive correlations between PEU and Utility 
(r=.238**, p<.01) and between PU and Utility (r=.374**, p<.01), and negative ones PEU 
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and Dystopia (r=-.261**, p<.01) and between PU and Dystopia (r=-.266**, p<.01), 
confirming the hypotheses. 
 
A synthesis of the results is presented in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Correlations summary 
 
 

Conclusions 
 
Current findings are supported by previous studies that highlighted positive 
correlations between PEU, PU, and behavioral intention or actual system usage (Davis, 
1986, 1989). Similar to office software (Davis, et al., 1989), e-commerce (Hubert, et al., 
2017), online financial services (Featherman & Pavlou, 2003), or smart home systems 
(Hubert, et al., 2018), the results demonstrate that PU is also a strong predictor of 
usage intention in the context of wearables technologies. One of the most well-known 
meta-analyses conducted by King and He (2006) also confirmed the importance of 
perceived benefits in technology acceptance.  
 
Despite the valuable findings of this study, it is not without limitations. One of the main 
weaknesses of this study was the use of a cross-sectional design, which does not allow 
for an assessment of the cause-effect relation. Also, another limitation, common to 
many studies, is related to the fact the questionnaires were self-reported, and the 
tendency is to investigate and report attitudes, rather than behaviors (Hughes, et al., 
2018). Another issue to be considered when evaluating the results is the small sample, 
which makes the results difficult to generalize, and that most respondents of this study 
were young (18-29 years old). It has been known that younger individuals are the 
primary users of wearable devices, therefore older consumers who might be not so 
familiar with those technologies should be considered for future studies. 
 
The reality is that the interest in wearables is growing fast, during the last few years, a 
large variety of wearables has been offered to the market (Seneviratne, et al., 2017). A 
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forecast of the wearable industry shows that it will most likely experience important 
changes within the next few years, wearables being more and more present in 
mainstream usage. Already many users share their data with others or with different 
social media platforms to compare results and provide instant feedback (e.g. notifying 
about how many steps one has taken) or to compete for step/fitness supremacy. Those 
devices collect and store highly personal data, arguably more intimate than any other 
type of user information (e.g. heart rate, location), and so privacy and confidentiality 
risks abound. There are many unresolved questions about who has authority to use 
data collected by wearable devices, and in what way (Lee, et al., 2020). Future studies 
should focus not only on factors related to technology adoption but also on the more 
and more important issue of security of both data and devices. Just imagine what could 
happen if someone will be able to hack into our heart pacemaker or access sensitive 
medical data. 
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